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Abstract

Researchers frequent concern with the separation between the computational modeling
field and the development of theories is the starting point of this paper main claim that new
Artificial Intelligence fields such as Artificial Life and Cellular Automaton can unite both
areas (theory and model development), by defining data-led theory. To support this claim
this paper stresses that it is possible to define a regional DNA1 through the use of CA mod-
els, and by doing so contribute to the development of theory. First the main historical pha-
ses of the computer model simulations in planning are presented. Second, the reasons why
CAs are sensitive to local conditions and why that is very useful both as descriptive and pre-
scriptive tool in planning (and in its tacit application) are detailed. Finally, it explores how
the use of these calibration values can have another function by identifying keys/DNAs of
each region. The use of two case studies points to the fact that it is indeed possible to define
a regional DNA. Applications go beyond purely descriptive elements; they might have some-
thing to say in terms of data-led theories. Unlike past theories, they need to reflect an
increasingly complex world, but keep with a simplicity that makes them very appealing.
# 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The application of artificial intelligence to urban and regional planning is a
growing field that spans from simple laboratory simulations to real world applica-
tions. It is also undeniable that the new information technologies tend to be requi-
site to make informed decisions in the planning process [9,23,35,41,49].
The central argument of this paper stresses that present and future models based

on artificial intelligence contain an opportunity still not totally realized (mainly the
‘‘deoxyribonucleic acid
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models that access and reflect local characteristics of a region, and at the same time

are universal enough to allow for general comparisons between other regions). This

opportunity arises from the possibility of defining a ‘‘signature’’ that identifies the

uniqueness of a region without compromising its universality. It is possible to

identify the DNA of a region and at the same time do comparisons between the

basic elements that characterize that specific regional DNA, with other regions

DNAs. This relates to a concern dating from the first computer models: develop-

ment of new models and technologies and emergence of new theories seem to be

separate. The main goal will be to demonstrate that artificial intelligence, and

specifically Artificial Life (AL), throughout Cellular Automaton (CA), contributes

to data-led theory, and can inform better decisions in planning, the example will be

given through the development of a regional DNA, and its importance and mul-

tiple applications in the future.
Artificial Intelligence is one of the media being used through several applications

to simulate the behavior of cities and regions. This paper uses a CA model

developed by Professor Keith Clarke (University of California, Santa Barbara) in

order to support the main argument. At this moment, CAs seem to be one of the

best ways of finding this key, and SLEUTH has all the requirements to do it in a

very clear manner.
In order to verify this research claim, it is important that this CA model and its

concepts and background theories are replicated in different regions using the same

base elements of study (e.g. roads, urban areas, and natural areas). It is important

to guardant that when including the data into the model, the outputs are a result

of data variations through time and space and not due to noise introduced by data

errors or other external factors. In other words, it is important to guardant that

the character and mechanics of the CA model is sensitive enough to local char-

acteristics that imprint major or subtle changes in the model behavior, reflecting

natural and human constraints that quilt together the ‘‘character’’ of a place.

Therefore, the main elements that comprise each region are defined in the model as

being the same, but the values or intensity they can assume vary from region to

region, identifying the uniqueness of each region (its regional DNA).
The possibility of defining this ‘‘key’’ (DNA) for each region seems to be of

great significance in the planning studies. It allows for the understanding of how

the different elements progress and constrain different regions, and what function

they should have in shaping future scenarios.
The first part of this paper describes how computer models evolved in the urban

context, the objectives and major landmarks in their evolution. The second part

discusses the moment in time when artificial intelligence, more specifically one of

its sub-fields began to be used as an element in planning (the emphasis will be on

trying to relate it to one of the main characteristics that allows to identify a

regional key (sensitivity to local conditions)). Section 4 explores the main idea of

this paper ‘‘The DNA of our regions’’ gives a practical example and presents how

it relates to data-led theory.
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2. Urban and metropolitan modeling

The need of creating urban and metropolitan models that allow us to understand
and simulate the behavior of regions is old, however, the advent of computers and
high processing capacities brought with it a new generation of urban and regional
models. These models incorporated old theories, such as the gravity models in the
Lowry model of Pittsburgh (1964); or more pragmatic model structures based on
linear statistical relations such as the urban econometric EMPIRIC model for
Boston, or the simulation of the operation of urban markets such as the ones by
Herbert and Stevens (1960) for the Penn-Jersey Transportation Study, which reflec-
ted Alonso’s theory of the urban land market [1: p. 8]. However, the most direct
advantage of these models was the capacity to include such theories into the rising
capacity of computing with vast quantities of data, decreasing the speed of proces-
sing and therefore opening the doors to vast impacts in the modeling processes.
The first papers on Large-Scale Urban Models date from the 1950s, and the first

compilation of existing models dates back to 1959. These models were first
developed in America and Britain; ‘‘the field arose largely to meet the dictates and
needs of public policy for strategic land use and transportation planning. Although
many academics participated, most models were built to assist practical ventures,
and justified only so long as the problems to be solved through such applications
were to the fore’’ [1: p. 8].
Large-Scale Urban Models (LSUM) appeared in a time of enthusiastic tech-

nology breakthroughs. The 1959 special issue of the Journal of the American Insti-
tute of Planners (now Journal of the American Planning Association—JAPA)
reflects the euphoric spirit of those engaged in the new opportunities that compu-
ters would allow. In the words of the AIP president ‘‘Never before in the history of
this nation have planners face a greater challenge and opportunity than they do
today’’ (referring to the boom of population, of migration, of transportation
investment, and a need for housing) ‘‘If there is one area in which planners require
far greater knowledge and experience, it is in the development of effective methods
to ensure the realization of a sound metropolitan structure and design’’ [5: p. ii].
The editor’s preface was even more prophetic of this ‘‘growing excitement of dis-

covery’’ (in his words). D.M. Webber enthusiastically states:

During the past few years an extremely promising line of inquiry has been hotly
pursued by certain city planners, transportation engineers, and social scientists.
Their finding promises a more intimate understanding of how our cities are
spatially organized and how they operate. This research has also helped to dem-
onstrate that the similarities among cities are greater than their differences and
that, despite superficial idiosyncrasies, cities exhibit striking regularities of form
and function. We are now learning a great deal about these regularities and are
quickly moving to the time when we shall be able to describe them in firm theor-
etical formulations (. . .). The models that are described here are merely descrip-
tive not prescriptive. The authors, humbly, do not suggest that policy choices
should be pursued—what kinds of cities are more desirable. But they can help
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us to identify the alternative cities we might seek. And they can tell us some-
thing about our chances of success in pursuing the various cities of our dreams
[46: p. 55].

Even just at the rise of such movement, Webber understood the potentialities of
these new models as descriptive tools, but also their potential to open the doors to
its prescriptive capacity.
The decade of the 1950s was certainly a scientific breakdown in several areas,

including planning. The evidence of this immediate acknowledgement was the
organization of a journal special issue dedicated to the subject in 1959, just when
‘‘most work in land use models [had] been done within the [previous] two years
and various professional groups [had] been experimenting with traffic models for
approximately five years’’ [45: p. 60].
What made this euphoria suddenly crash in 1973 with Lee’s ‘‘Requiem for Large

Scale Urban Models’’? Was an entire generation of people wrong about what they
were doing? Were they too ahead of their time? Did the machines and data avail-
ability betray their ambitions and methods?
Analyzing the first phase of metropolitan modeling (mid-1950s until 1973). The

special issue of JAPA’s 1959 can give a broad view of this ‘‘cult’’ (in Creighton’s
words) which was also being reported in other journals such as ‘‘Papers and Pro-
ceeding of the Regional Science Association’’, ‘‘The Proceedings of the Traffic
Engineers’’, and ‘‘Traffic Quarterly’’. Models first began to be developed and
applied to predict land use patterns [6,18], on how accessibility shapes land use
[19], and how economics shape land use [37], and several transportation models
[4,7,8].
The objectives and possible outcomes of the modeling process were also clear to

those working in the field. As Voorhees [45: p. 57] puts it, ‘‘it is the need for
improvement of professional techniques, that should be based on ground obser-
vation/research, that allow for the development of mathematical formulas. These
techniques involve several steps, equations, and formulas, and are often referred to
models. Equipped with these techniques, a planner should be able to predict fairly
accurately the consequence of varied governmental policies on land development’’
(the author also states) ‘‘land use models deal with the relationships of land use
development, while traffic models describe traffic patterns’’. Something that today
seems obvious had to be identified, understood and defined in a short period of
time.
In 1973, Douglas B. Lee published ‘‘Requiem for Large-Scale Models’’, and in it

he states the seven sins of Large-Scale Models: (1) hypercomprehensiveness, (2)
grossness, (3) hungriness, (4) wrongheadedness, (5) complicatedness, (6) mechan-
icalness, and (7) expensiveness. These sins were according to Lee, reasons enough
to sate that (1) in general, none of the goals held out for large-scale models have
been achieved, and there is little reason to expect anything different in the future,
(2) for each objective offered as a reason for building a model, there is a better way
of achieving the objective, and (3) methods for long-range planning need to change
drastically [25: p. 163]. What followed the publication of this special issue, entitled
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by editors introduction ‘‘Return from Wonderland’’, was an outcry of people in
favor of Lee [38] or people against some/or all of his views [21]. Almost 30 years
after Lee’s Requiem, there are still researchers whose concern is to answer his ques-
tions [17].
While we can discuss the impacts of Lee’s Requiem on the evolution of modeling

large areas, Klosterman [22: p. 5] states that between 1973 and 1994 only three
papers had been published in JAPA on the subject of large-scale models. In con-
trast, Michael Wegener [48] in the same 1994 JAPA issue identifies 20 centers
where large-scale urban modeling has been active for the last few decades. Never-
theless, it is impossible to think that it did not have any effect.
In 1994, the Journal of the American Planning Association publishes a special

issue entitled ‘‘Large-Scale Urban Models twenty years later’’. There, Richard
Klosterman makes a retrospect of what happened and a prospect of what it is now.
Michael Batty follows using the discussion of changes in society and in planning to
justify the technology shift reflected in Lee’s Requiem. Britton Harris [20] is more
pragmatic in the critics and Lee himself finished by restating some of the problems,
pointing out others and acknowledging some rushness in some conclusions.
The 1994 special issue of JAPA presents an extended review of Lee’s Requiem.

Therefore, there is no need to extend further discussion, except in the questions
raised by Lee regarding the usefulness of computer models in the disclosure of new
theories. Nevertheless, it is important to reaffirm some of the points made by the
authors. One of those points focus on the acknowledgement that land use model-
ing was still in the beginning, and therefore in a short period of time could not
handle the digital data needs, model structure, technical problems resulting from
hardware, and, immediately after, formulate a set of new theories.
‘‘It appears that the most effective results will be obtained when a simple model

is developed that can be applied on a regional basis, yet be adaptable to evaluate
small area problems. At present traffic models are closer to this goal’’ (according to
the author, with regard to the land use models, the research needs were even more
critical) ‘‘Most contributing authors to this issue of the Journal will doubtlessly
agree that a really effective model is not presently available [45: pp. 58–60]’’.
But, as the same author states, they perceived its potentialities ‘‘The use of mod-

els in city planning field will help to: 1. understand factors that influence land
development and traffic patterns, 2. provide a better factual basis for plans, 3.
evaluate and test alternative plans, 4. develop more realistic plans’’ [45: p. 58].
It is difficult to establish when the second phase of regional modeling did begin.

One option would be to define the landmarks based on the two JAPA issues.
Consequently, there would be a first phase before 1973, another between 1973 and
1994, and a third phase after 1994. Another option would be to consider a first
phase that began with the introduction of computers in regional planning at that
time with LSUMs and a second phase that began with the introduction of artificial
intelligence in our professions, and the introduction of Cellular Automata into
planning.
This second option seems more reasonable and would justify some of the opi-

nions that came out stating that when Lee’s Requiem was published the models
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being developed at that time had already answered several of the sins pointed by
Lee. To answer the question of data-led theory, it might be better to use the first
classification of models. One of the clearest reasons for this is the fact that the
improvement of the modeling process is incremental, and therefore it is logical that
the initial models would not have the same capacities to answer this question as the
present ones. The second reason is the fact that this ‘‘theoretical problem’’ (such as
to which extent these computer models can effectively led to theory) seems to be
the issue that most authors seem to agree with Lee. Most recently, several authors
also seem to keep this opinion that ‘‘the off-forefront revolution in computer-aided
planning has yet to occur. (. . .) they continue to find only limited applications in
the areas of professional practice that are unique in planning such as forecasting,
analysis, and evaluating’’ [23: p. 46].
The first initial small number of models of the 1950s and the 1960s, included

models such as PLUM, NBER, DYLAM III, TOMM. In the second phase of
modeling, approximately a dozen models were identified by Wegener in 1994.
Some of the acronyms he mentions and the schools where they were developed
include: POLIS and CUFM/from the San Francisco group, CATLAS/from the
Chicago group; the NYSIM and the CPHMM from the Buffalo group; HUDS,
from the Cambridge MA group; ITLUP from the Philadelphia group; TRANUS
from the Caracas group; WCTR from the Santiago Chile; LILT from London;
MEPLAN from Cambridge; TRANSLOC from Cambridge; IRPUD from Dort-
mund, CALUTAS and RURBAN from Tokyo/Yokohama; CSIRO’s Topaz
model from Melbourne.
Today, 50 years after the first models, and therefore fully in the third phase of

modeling, the models number in the dozens. The Environment Protection Agency
(EPA) published a collection of the fully operational models in land use change
[14]. It counts 22 models fully operational and ready to use: CUF1, CUF2,
CURBA, DELTA, DRAM/EMPAL, GSM, INDEX, IRPUD, LTM, LUCAS,
MEPLAN, METROSIM, SAM-IM, SLEUTH, INDEX, Smart Places, TRANUS,
UGrow, UPLAN, and the model What if?
The literature in urban and environmental models is seeing an unprecedented

explosion of many more models to explore and apply. Unfortunately, it is not the
objective of this paper to fully research all the models, in the different planning
areas, applying different techniques and philosophies, using different data inputs,
although this would also be an interesting research. Certainly, there is still a long
way to go, and old and new problems seem to confront us every day, but as Long-
ley and Mesev recently point out ‘‘The new urban modeling is very different from
the old (. . .) successful prediction and forecasting, achieved through richer specifi-
cation of more selective aspects of urban systems’’ [29: p. 437]. Nevertheless, as the
previous authors also point out, two classes of problems can be identified: (1) data
models use what is available, and (2) attribute data are often very imperfect surro-
gate indicators of the attributes of socioeconomic systems. Therefore, ‘‘Data qual-
ity and quantity clearly prescribe the scope of spatially extensive urban analysis
and thence the development of urban theory’’ [29: p. 474].
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These three generations of models seem to announce that this area of research is
alive and well! Nevertheless, we had to go through all this phases!? At the present
moment, a third generation of Remote Sensing Sensors, GIS software advanced
versions, several generations of professionals into the computer and programming
skills, and with new tools coming (e.g. simulators to model instead of the tra-
ditional programming needs) what new horizons are coming to be? Artificial Intel-
ligence is certainly one of them. And the splash it is causing affects virtually
everything in our society and in science in general. Several subject areas are in the
forefront of research: Heuristic Search, Expert Systems and Intelligent Knowledge-
based Systems, Neurocomputation, Artificial Neural Networks, Genetic Algo-
rithms and Evolutionary Computation, artificial life, Fuzzy Logic and Fuzzy
Systems. These areas have been deepened separately or together [2,15,32,36]. This
paper explores the contributions of one of these fields of artificial intelligence
(specifically Artificial Life and Cellular Automaton) to the areas involved in City
and Regional Planning.
According to the stated goals, this paper tries to reply to two of the comments of

Lee’s Requiem in Ref. [25: p. 169] regarding the question of the extent to which
theory was used in models, and the other is the extent to which the models contrib-
ute to theory. Therefore, this paper tries to give a humble and incomplete answer
to Lee’s [24: p. 36] restatement of the two previous questions ‘‘On what grounds
should the Models be Judged? (. . .) 1. Advancing Theory: If models are extended
theory, then they should demonstrate their theoretical insights (. . .) Instead, defen-
ders of models point to the long list of theories the models consume (. . .) rather
than the ones they produce. (. . .); 2. Advancing Practice: If models provide better
ways to do planning, than either the models should be brought out into pro-
fessional practice that will make it more amenable to urban models. (. . .) Modelers
emphasize that the models are ‘‘operational’’, as if that meant the same thing as
practical’’.
Hoping to add a small contribution to the contributions already done by several

of the well renowned leaders in the modeling field, my contribution states that CA
models contribute to data-led theory and in so doing they inform better decision
and better practical planning. Almost all the professionals working with CA share
this conclusion directly or indirectly. I explore only one of the elements that seem
to be ill covered and I will try to give a practical example of how models can be
both producers and receivers of theory and inform better practice in planning.
3. Cellular Automata and the sensitivity to local conditions

Artificial Life (AL) dates from 1940s, about the same time computers began to
flourish, and large-scale urban models began to be developed.

It took off when researchers started creating self-reproducing virtual organisms
or creatures on their computers that exhibited behaviors that were not explicitly
programmed but which evolved out of complex interactions amongst mainly
fairly primitive mechanisms. (. . .) AL is one of the most fascinating areas of AI.
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This is very important because it is becoming abundantly clear that the highest
levels of machine intelligence are most likely to be gained by building computer
systems that are artificially alive, autonomous entities, with an ability to learn
from themselves by interacting with the environments in which they are located
[32: pp. 235–237].

Langton [24: p. 1] defines AL as ‘‘the study of man-made systems that exhibit
behaviors characteristic of natural living systems. It complements the traditional
biological sciences concerned with the analysis of living organisms by attempting to
synthesize life-like behaviors within computers and other artificial media’’.
It all began 60 years ago, with von Neumann and Morgenstern’s ‘‘theory of

games and economic behavior’’ (1944). Influenced by Hilbert’s (1898) construction
of the axioms of Euclidean geometry, Zermelo’s (1912) link of kinetic theory,
quantum, and parlor games, and Remark’s 1929 works on microeconomics, the
theory of games ‘‘becomes part of a general shift in science which involved,
broadly speaking, the abandonment of determinism, continuity, calculus, and the
metaphor of the ‘‘machine’’ to allow for indeterminism, probability, and discon-
tinuous changes of state’’ [27: p. 756].
CAs are a ‘‘very simple form of AL that emerges by a process of self-organiza-

tion out of random chaos and yet it is simultaneously an universal computer and a
very powerful modeling and systems simulation tool with a breathtaking wide
range of applications from physics to engineering to biological molecules’’ [32:
p. 241].
Von Neumann’s work with Ulman, a renowned mathematician, suggested to

him as early as 1950 that simple CAs could be found in sets of local rules that gen-
erated mathematical patterns in two-dimensional and three-dimensional spaces
where global order could be produced from local action.
Von Neumann ‘‘called his proposed systematic theory the ‘‘theory of automata’’.

This theory of automata was to be a coherent body of concepts and principles con-
cerning the structure and organization of both natural and artificial systems, the
role of language and information in such systems, and the programming and con-
trol of such systems’’ [44: p. 18]. To complete this complex task and apply the
theory of automata, a robot would have to contain a Turing machine, named after
A.M. Turing. This machine is a hypothetical universal computer capable of com-
puting anything that is computable. Conways’s ‘‘game of life’’, popularized in an
article by Gardner [16], spread these potentialities throughout several fields. Simu-
lations of death and life in a game proved the striking similarities between real life
and simulated life in a computer.
Strict CA came into our field with the publication of ‘‘Cellular Geography’’ by

Waldo Tobler [42] who had contact with Arthur Burks at Michigan (disciple of
Ulman) and was also exposed to von Neumann’s works. At Santa Barbara, Helen
Couclelis, influenced by Tobler, and by Prigogine’s work on molecular interactions
and the resulting large-scale spatial structure, published ‘‘Cellular Worlds’’ [12].
The key concept is that of emergent behavior instead of global control. The

behavior of individual elements can generate patterns such as stable configurations
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that do not change, chaotic patterns of disorganized behavior, complex organized
patterns that can repeat or oscillate over long periods. CAs have several compo-
nents: (1) grid or raster space; (2) cell states; (3) neighborhood; (4) transition rules,
and (5) sequence of discrete time steps.
There are three characteristics that are worth building into our computer sys-

tems: (1) evolution and self reproduction, (2) information, and (3) self-organization
[13,33]. The aim is to build robots or creatures that contain their own nervous sys-
tems that allow them to be reactive and exhibit adaptive behavior to the dynamic
environments in which they are located. The intelligence and learning necessary for
this function are to be acquired and not given or programmed into them. It is
intended to be a bottom-up and emergent form of intelligence [32: pp. 240–241].
By modeling with Cellular Automata, several opportunities can be perceived,

one of the most important is that local behavior of the elements can be disclosed.
As a result, sensitivity to local conditions is understood in its highest form and its
potential can be explored.
The importance here is to link theory to the modeling process, and data-led

theory. While directly the big advantage in a key of numbers resulting from the
calibration process is that it assures that we are much closer to the studied reality.
What if by comparing the different keys resulting from a model application to dif-
ferent metropolitan areas we could learn something more? Why are cities different;
what is their own ‘‘character’’? Which elements are more important? Even so, this
would be just an interesting and useful descriptive kind of modeling; we would be
able to say that each metropolitan area is different, but not just in words, also in
numbers (or say, that some metropolitan areas are closer together than others. . .).
But, what if by having such a key and through the change of one or more of its
values we could change reality? In this case, data led to theory, but theory also
could led to actual ground changes, and the cycle would be closed.
Several CA models have been proposed and studied in the past years, and many

more are being developed. The one that will be discussed in detail, due to the
objective of the paper, and the experience that the author has with it, is the CA
model SLEUTH, developed by Professor Keith Clarke at the University of
California, Santa Barbara.
SLEUTH is a Cellular Automaton (CA) developed to model and predict urban

growth. This CA is characterized by working in a grid space of homogeneous cells,
with a neighborhood of eight cells, two cell states (urban/non-urban), and five
transition rules that act in sequential time steps. The existence of self modification
rules that learn the history of the place and simulate accordingly is also one of the
most important characteristics. SLEUTH requires five inputs of 8 bit .gif images:
urbanization, transportation, excluded areas from urbanization, slopes, and hill-
shade. For all these layers, 0 is a null value, while all the values from 1 to 255 are
the existing values. The model also requires that the input layers have the same
number of rows and columns and be correctly geo-referenced. The change rules
that will determine the state of each individual cell are taken according to the
neighborhood of each cell, those rules are: (1) diffusion, (2) breed, (3) spread, (4)
slope resistance, and (5) road gravity.
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These five rules will have a match number in the calibration process, and once
the calibration phases are finished, these values will correspond to the key that
identifies this specific system/landscape.
SLEUTH code can be downloaded from the Internet at no cost and be locally

run. A complete and user-friendly documentation is available through the internet,
as well as a set of utility tools. At the present moment in time, it is interesting to
notice that since 1973 great improvements have been made. The description of
SLEUTH, as well as the advantages previously pointed, it seems that we have pas-
sed what Requiem attacked: (1) black box, (2) general purpose, and (3) command-
and-control (term used for tools that support centralized planning as well as for
government dictates on behavior, in a way of top-down approach) [25: p. 36], as
well as its seven sins.
CA evolution and analysis seems to answer also to Lee’s concern in page 37

‘‘Disaggregation in urban models, however, is another thing entirely. There is no
guarantee that by moving to a thinner grain, the robustness of the aggregate results
will be improved’’. CA has this fractal character (as well as fractal models). This
characteristic seems to be one of the most exciting improvements in urban models.
These new technologies are being applied; in these case studies to metropolitan
areas, scalability is undoubtfully inherent to them. See Clarke’s [11] comment on
the application of his model to the different spatial resolutions in the calibrating
phase, or Batty and Longley [2], referring to fractals.
As previous stated, one of the main characteristics of CA is this bottom-up

understanding of the world. Through the behavior of the different elements, com-
mon patterns can be identified, for instance, at regional scales. In SLEUTH, a
sequential multistage optimization of the resulting parameters, and variations in
the scale of analysis, increases the parameters’ sensitivity to the local conditions,
making the model restructure itself to reflect the studied reality. This process of
adaptation to local conditions was explored in the work developed by Silva and
Clarke [10,11,39,40], consequently, these subjects will be browsed superficially here.
Porto and Lisbon metropolitan areas are very different in terms of both physical

structure and socioeconomic and environmental characteristics, making them good
case studies on the subject of sensitivity to local conditions. SLEUTH has a very
transparent view of the world in terms of its data requirements (only eight layers)
or in terms of its theoretical background (such as Lowry gravity model, Christaller
central place theory, and Zipf’s laws), therefore, the global relation between ele-
ments is straightforward, and the philosophy behind it has been empirically
observed along urban history (how new urban nuclei are created, how old ones
evolve, etc). All these are used as the main reference against which the CA has to
build its own history through calibration.
This interactive calibration process is useful to model behavior, and is also useful

to the user’s own understanding of the reality under study. In SLEUTH, through
calibration, the user can simultaneously understand how the model reacts to the
different landscape elements and, also it allows the users known-reality and the
reality simulated by the model to be juxtaposed. At the same time, the user may
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learn things about that landscape that were unknown to him and several new ques-
tions arise. Also, some answers to old questions begin to take shape.
The end product of this calibration process is a key of numbers, which reflect the

main defined elements of the landscape being studied; this key feeds the model
when the objective is to generate a simulation through history, or to simulate its
possible futures.
This calibration phase and the key of numbers bestow the claim that data-led

theory, cellular automata and the definition of a regional DNA were linked and
could be important to Urban and Regional Planning. This awareness resulted from
the author research with CA and Regional Planning at the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, and at NCGIA and UCSB, Santa Barbara. Thinking
about and look for what many researchers have also been searching [2,3,47], and
what a lot of us are trying to achieve to get a little bit closer (but still very far
away) to one of the ‘‘holy grails’’ in the sciences dealing with modeling and
regional planning: looking for what can be called the DNA of our regions.
4. The DNA of our regions

The application of artificial intelligence to urban and regional planning is a
growing field that spans from simple laboratory simulations to real world applica-
tions. It is undeniable that the new information technologies tend to be a requisite
to informed decisions in the planning process [22,30,34,40,49].
As stated in Introduction of this paper, the central argument of this paper stres-

ses that present and future models based on artificial intelligence contain an
opportunity still not totally realized. Mainly the models that access and reflect
local characteristics of a region, and at the same time are universal enough to allow
for general comparisons with other regions. This opportunity arises from the possi-
bility of defining a ‘‘signature’’ that identifies the uniqueness of a region without
compromising its universality. In a simplified statement, it is possible to identify
the DNA of a region and at the same time do comparisons between the basic ele-
ments that characterize that specific regional DNA, with other Regions-DNAs.
The main elements that comprise each region are defined as being constant;

however, the values/intensity of these elements vary from region to region, allow-
ing to identify the uniqueness of each region (its regional DNA). The possibility of
defining this ‘‘key’’ (DNA) for each region seems to be of great significance in the
planning studies. It allows for the understanding of how the different elements pro-
gress and constrain different regions, and what role they should have in shaping
future scenarios.
This idea of linking CA and DNA is not new. Levy [28] points out a view that

the basis of life is digital and that our known universe is itself a cellular automa-
ton. He quotes an interview with Fredkin ‘‘Living things may be soft and squishy
but the basis of life is clearly digital, we don’t know how it works exactly, but
instead of computer bits, there is a four state code (the four basic chemicals that
make up DNA and whose sequential forms the genetic code). And there’s some
kind of process that interprets it’’ [28: pp. 63–64].
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Or, as Openshaw and Openshaw [32: p. 244] point out ‘‘the results depend on
both the rules you specify and the initial starting values, just as living creatures
depend on heredity and environment. Indeed the eight rules (applied as an example
in a one-dimensional CA) can be regarded as a chromosome with eight genes that
control the behavior of the cell, but in common with real wet life the results are
unpredictable because they depend on the patterns of interaction with neighbor-
hood cells’’.
The science ‘‘dialogues’’ established at this journal (Futures, Vol. 35, No. 7,

October 2003) between several researchers of the field of CA, Complex Systems
and artificial intelligence, illustrates the importance it is receiving.
Is it possible to define a DNA in Regional Planning? If so, what form would it

take due to the complexity of the reality under study? What purposes would it
have? What would be its relation to more descriptive or prescriptive planning? and
to strategic and tacit planning? What would be the relationship between theory and
model, and which direction would it take?
Figs. 1 and 2 result from applying the SLEUTH CA. It seems clear that these

two metropolitan areas are different in terms of the urban image they present.
Evaluate each cell and analyzing if it is more or less isolated, or if it is placed close
to other cells. It is also important to understand the spatial organization of cells as
a group; they are organized as main concentric patches or whether there is a direc-
tion, or a more irregular shape. At the scale of the entire metropolis, what spatial
organization does it have (what is the shape of the metropolitan image?)? What is
politan area, 1997 (from a simulation that follows state restric
Fig. 1. Lisbon metro tions to urbanize in

the agricultural and ecological reserve) [19, 38, 43, 62, 70].
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the image that steams from all the cells and the way they are organized? Compar-

ing all these characteristics with those of another metropolitan area, beginning with

the local behavior, then the patch size, and then the regional configuration, are

they different? To what extent? Which elements make the difference?
These are some of the questions that this key/signature/DNA seems to help

answering. The row of numbers beneath each image: Lisbon metropolitan area: 19,

70, 62, 38, 43; Porto metropolitan area: 25, 25, 51, 100, 75. At a first glance, they

may not make sense. However, the legend the numbers for Lisbon reflects diffusion

(19), breed (70), spread (62), slope (38), road gravity (43). What do they mean? For

Lisbon, breed is the main fueling force in terms of urban growth; for Porto, slope

is the most important factor in shaping the image of its metropolitan area.
This key results from a bottom-up analysis. From a sequential process that

assumes that all the histories are possible (e.g. gravity models), however, the local

will have a word to say, and the local impact will be built sequentially, through

three calibration phases. In this context, these values that are being refined are

much more than a key/tool for simulation, they are indeed a DNA that should

also be included and mentioned as a valuable element to describe a region’s

character.
Besides this descriptive power, this regional DNA also has several other potenti-

alities. What if the values of slope resistance are increased in that key? Or, if all the
rea, 1997 (from a simulation that follows sta
Fig. 2. Porto Metropolitan A te restrictions to urbanize in

the agricultural and ecological reserve) [25, 51, 75, 100].
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values of the key are reconfigured? What kind of regional image would result?

How would that affect the configuration of the different patches and the behavior

of each cell? What if the key of Lisbon and the key of Porto are combined? (Surely

there are good and bad qualities in both urban areas, why not combining both

keys?). By having a middle DNA between the Lisbon and the Porto values, could

we have the best of both worlds?
This regional DNA may also help us to understand the implications of transpos-

ing certain policies and actions from one region to another. For example, one spe-

cific region might grow in a more sustainable fashion and therefore, by introducing

the same policies, plans, and physical changes in another region, we would get the

same results. The next step is to see if it would be possible to simulate the same

behavior in two regions using the same DNA. Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate to what

extent cloning a DNA to another region can have very different results from the

ones predicted. Fig. 3 corresponds to a simulation of Lisbon in 1997 using the key

DNA of Porto. This DNA reflected Porto’s scattered population throughout the

area, and it should be expected that by using this key in a 25 year simulation, we

would get a Lisbon metropolitan area with a more scattered urban pattern.

Instead, the simulation retuned an urban image less scattered than expected. There-

fore, care should be put in policies that intent to replicate more sustainable urban

growth of cities such as Portland or Copenhagen, so that local characteristics are

not overlooked that might shift those policies to unexpected results.
mulation of Lisbon metropolitan area in 1997, using DNA from
Fig. 3. Si Porto.
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Fig. 4 represents a simulation of Porto’s urban growth using the Lisbon DNA.

Lisbon DNA displayed a historical road-oriented urbanization and an urban shape

that is less scattered. Therefore, it was supposed that by using the Lisbon DNA in

the Porto simulation, the Porto would have a more ‘‘organized’’ urban pattern

around its old and new urban nuclei. In this case, it seems that some of the urban

cells clumped together around the existing urban nucleus and main roads, allowing

for more open space.
These are questions that make the boundaries of prescriptive/descriptive and

tacit planning blur, at least in the field of simulating. Tacit decisions could not be

reached without common agreements of what images would we seem to think to be

more sustainable, efficient, or valuable. However, the possibilities of Cellular Auto-

mata are endless. The importance for future studies of including complexity will

certainly contribute to better and improved decision making [23,31,35,40,43].
Even now, it is impossible to avoid commenting on some of Lee’s statements:

‘‘most formal models, including LSUMs, are too inflexible for strategic planning.

They require too much information, they produce too much information that is

not needed for any particular problem, and they provide too little light on the rea-

sons for the strategic choice’’ [26: p. 37]. The modeling process at the present

moment seems to overcome the worries declared by Lee’s Requiem and restated in

the mid-1990s.
Finally, to address the question of data-led theory, it seems that this DNA

reflects the vision of a world where the traditional one-fits-all representations of
f Porto metropolitan area in 1997, using D
Fig. 4. Simulation o NA from Lisbon.
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how the world behaves does not fit reality’s high complexity (that implies in some
instances a case-basis analysis). On the other hand, there may be no better way to
describe complexity through models that use simple elements as a cell, and build
on it in simple and transparent way. We are usually confronted with theories
explained in hundred of pages, or in rows of formulas, or in more or less detailed
drawings and flowcharts. Why not explore a theory based on a key of five num-
bers? Can the old and the new cities be grouped in different regional DNA classes?
If so what that would tell? What would be the regional DNA of the city of the
future? Ultimately, it would be very good to imagine that one day it would be
possible to diagnosis a region’s problems juts by reading its DNA.
The CA field is pullulating with very different and interesting applications, and the

DNA of a region is made of many, many different elements. Therefore, pursuing as
much contact and interaction as possible with other CA models and other artificial
intelligence models will only help lead to this path of identifying a region’s DNA.
5. Conclusions

As a concluding remark, this paper and other research being published stress the
importance of CA to modeling is becoming obvious; as well as modeling and prac-
tical application for today’s needs, it should be important to engage the different
agents involved in the planning process, in terms of forecasting, analysis, and
evaluation.
It is important to convey that regional planning needs to be a result of collective

design. In a way, it should evolve accordingly to a specific problem, such as urban
growth, to each one’s image of what a metropolitan area evolution should be, and
which models are available that best answer that question, and how can they
include each one’s images.
It is also important to mention the problems of such an approach. Many will

think that ‘‘these are only models’’, but, they are models made of something that is
evolving to what is perceived to be the ‘‘character’’ of a place.
One issue needs to be raised, that was also mentioned by Lee, and it seems to be

part of the history of humanity (and modeling process): the problem of having too
many expectations, or encouraging others to have too many expectations in fields
that are still being explored. An example is this title ‘‘The DNA of our Regions.
Artificial Intelligence in Regional Planning’’. The author acknowledges that this
kind of title should not be used, and the fact that other people might have a differ-
ent understanding of the subjects we are working with is a good example: ‘‘Arti-
ficial Intelligence?’’
Finally, the last question: why build upon ‘‘Requiem’’? Firstly, because of the

theory/model duality: we are still far away from fully completing that objective in
terms of generating new theories from the application and analysis of these models.
Secondly, because of the scientific breakthrough that Artificial Intelligence as a
whole and Artificial Life and Cellular Automata in particular can bring to urban
studies, it is important to have Lee’s Requiem in perspective, not only because CA
seems to have surpassed even the hardest challenges posed by Lee, but also because
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we need to think critically about what we are doing, and also to remember that
other more or less scientific areas might have different ideas on our work and
results, and they should not be ignored, even for our own success.
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